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Introduction.

It is often the case in infinite dimensional dynamical systems that a certain unbounded operator depends
upon a parameter u. lts eigenvalues and eigenfunctions will also depend upon u. in many cases (see for
example Hale [1986]. Hale and Rocha [1987a.b], Fusco [1987], Hale and Carvalho [1991]. Carvalho and
Pereira [1991] and Carvalho [1992]) there is a finite number of eigenvalues of the unbounded operator that
stay bounded as the parameter varies, the remaining eigenvalues blow up at a certain rate. In this case one
expects that the dynamics be dictated by a system of ordinary differential equations. This is indeed the case
in several applications and its proof strongly uses the invariant manifold theory.

In the cases considered in this paper we study the dynamics of infinite dimensional dynamical svstems
for which a countable number of eigenvalues of the unbounded operator converges to theieigenvalue‘s of an
unbounded operator in a lower dimensional domain. whereas the remaining blow up. This is the case for
example in parabolic equations in thin domains studied by Hale and Range] [1988]. We will not be able tc»

address the general case of thin domains. but only the case of a thin straight channel. However. the propertx
that allows this theory to work is present in the general case; that is. there is a sequence of eigenvalues that
stay bounded and a sequence of eigenvalues that blow up (see also Arrieta [1991]).

The theory of invariant manifolds will no longer work in this case since it is centered around existence
of backward solutions which can not be expected in this situation. The main tools in this work is a converse
theorem on existence of compact attractors and an eigenvalue problem.

A physical interpretation of a parabolic problem in a thin straight channel is that there is a verv high
diffusion in one of the directions from which our intuition would say that. in that direction. spatial changes
will not be observed.

.The same interpretation can be given to a damped wave problem in a thin straight channel. The wave
speed can be interpreted as being very large in one direction. This would intuitively imply that there would
be no spatial changes for the amplitude of the wave. in that direction.

We also consider the problem called Shadow Systems where the diffusion is very large for some of the
substances in the reaction and not so large for the remaining substances. In this case. the only possible
spatial change for the substances with large diffusion coefficient would come from the reaction and not from:
the diffusion. This problem has been studied before in Hale and Sakamoto [1989] (see also Nishiura [198.2]!
However, due to their choice of space, they only give information about the local dynamics of the problem.

The results are presented for damped hyperbolic delay-partial differential equations and parabolic delav-
partial differential equations in an abstract setting. We give a class of delay-partial differential equations for
which the hypothesis of our general result can be verified.

Vi'e remark that if one is interested only in local dynamics. the dissipativeness hypothesis can be replaced
by a local condition (e.g.. existence of local attractors). Also in this case. the growth conditions can be
dropped if we work in fractional power spaces which are embedded in L".

Observe that in proving upper semicontinuity it is natural to assume that the union of all the attractors
as the parameter varies is a bounded set: however. this hypothesis is not always easy to be verified. The
method employed in this paper to obtain such a priori estimates is the more or less classical one of using
a Liapunov functional. If the a priori bounds can be obtained in any other manner the results would stil‘E

apply.
This paper is divided into five sections. In Section 1 we prove upper semicontinuity of attractors

for abstract semilinear parabolic and damped hyperbolic delay-partial differential equations using converse
theorems as in Yoshizawa [1966]. Section 2 is devoted to parabolic delay-partial problems on thin straight
(two or three dimensional) channels. In Section 3 we consider damped hyperbolic delay-partial problems on
thin straight (two or three dimensional) channels. In Section 4 we consider systems called Shadow system
as an application of the results in Section 1. In Section 5 we consider an example of cooperative systems
(see Kishimoto and Weinberger [1985]) which arise as a reaction diffusion problem in a thin domain around
a point (see Hale and Raugel [199'2]).

1. Upper semicontinuity of Attractors for Delay-Partial Differential Equations

In this section we introduce the basic concepts and prove results that will be used throughout this paper
In some cases existing theorems had to he reproved to adapt to the new situation.

Let X be a Banach space and A : D(.—i) C A" —— X be the generator ofa strongly continuous semigroups
of bounded linear operators on X. If the operator A generates an analytic semigroup. we can define the
fractional powers A“ of .-1 and the associated fractional power spaces .\'° (see Henry [1981]).

To simplify the presentation of the results we make the convention that 0 : 0 for all results in which .—‘.‘

is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup.
Let r > 0 be a given real number. We denote by C = C([—r.0]..\'°) the space of continuous functior.

o : [—r_0] -— X° endowed with the uniform norm. For any continuous function :r : [—-r.T) —- .\'° and an}
0 51 < T. we let 1, be the function in C defined by r,(9) = ;r(1-+ 6’). —r 5 0 5 0.



Let {T(t), t 2 0] be a semigroup (usually nonlinear) on X. A set B C X is said to attract a set C C K
under TU) if dist(T(t)C.B) —- 0 as i — oc. A set 5 C X is said to be invariant if T(t)S = 5 for 1 > 0, An
invariant set A is said to be a global attractor if A is a maximal compact invariant set which attracts each
bounded set B C X.’

Our first result is a converse theorem on existence of a compact attractor for semilinear equations in
Banach spaces. Results of this type are standard in the theory of stability and we only give its proof for the
sake of completeness ' '

Theorem 1.1. Consider the functional differential equation

i‘(1_)=‘4r(t)+f(rr) (1.1)

where A the generator of a semigroup on a Banach space X and f : (‘([—r.0],/\'°) _. X is Lipschitz
continuous on bounded sets ofC([—r.0}. X0 )4 Suppose that (ll) has a global attractor A. Then. there is a
function 3 : C([—r.0].X°) —— IR+ which is Lipschitz in bounded sets and satisfy
i) S(o) = UV 0 6 A.
ii) a(d(c),.A)) 5 Sta) _<_ b(d(w..A)). Where a is continuous nondecreasing. a(s) > O ifs > 0. a(s) — oc as

s —- 0c and b(s) is continuous with b(0) = 0.

iii) E(1_1)(¢)5 —E(¢), where S“ 1) is the right hand derivative ofS along solutions of (1.1).

Proof. Let c’: G C([—r,0].X°), llOllCtl—r.0].X°) S R. H z,(-,c’:) is the solution of (1.1) satisfying $00,915) = 6).

there exists a function 6(1.R) such that

d(1‘t("dl--All$ 9071?)

where 9(1.R) is a strictly decreasing int and a C1 function. Let T(c) be its inverse. that is T(9(1.R)) 21.
So T(c) is continuous on 0 < c < (MO) and T(c) — 9: as c —- 0+.

From the hypothesis on f, the map 0 ._ z,(~. _o) has Lipschitz constant 5 Le” ‘ for some L, M depending
only upon R.

Define
gtt) : (WWW), g(0) = 0.

for some _B > 0. Also

Gi.(:) : max {0.2 — %}. k 21.

Fork:l.‘2.3.~-~
] ,_filo) = 9 <—,> SUF'ifflledllzluCit-AlllAT] 120

Observe that the sup is taken only on O St 5 Ti : T (fin) and so

1

< S < 1371 .»0_ i(O)_g<—k+l>e 0(0)§t’tt_0).

u

1
1:7Silol-Ekll‘ll 5g (—,

1) sup {Le +'”"||o-dictators-oi}
'T' 05157}

i

] ti-l—Jtl'T ..S 9 <—1>Lf ’ ‘llo — 1 llCr[--4o; )."= S Lllo — l‘llctt-ro] xa l'4
Finaly.

_t” l f” . i

Sk(1-;,(-.o)) : c ”g (m) sgpk‘ Gk(dt1-,(-.o)..4))}

‘flhzitoi.|/\ n,

so Sikh) S —J3Si-(0l~



If we let

we have that

|E(é) — E(1/3)|_<_ Lll‘i’ — t/‘llcu-nomo), >j3h?) S —i93(¢>lt SW) = 0, W E A,

and
0:

1

Em) 2 ZQ'kg <m>Gk(d(0h/1)) = OHM-All-

with a Lipschitz continuous, strictly increasing. a(s) > 0 if s > 0 and a(s) — x as s — 3c. This concludes
the proof.

Let u > 0 be a positive parameter, X, be a Banach space and AV : D(.4,,) C X” — X, be the generator
of a semigroup. Let A3 denote the fractional power of A” and X3 the associated fractional power spaces.

Let Y be a Banach space and B : D(B) C Y — Y be the generator of a semigroup. Let B" denote the
fractional power of B and Y" the associated fractional power spaces.

Assume that the semigroup {Ty(t).t 2 0} generated by A, satisfies

llTu(1)U'llxg

llTl/(llu'llh'f:

.Mc—'8l”l'||ul|,\~3, 12 0S

5 .Mt'°e"i“"’||u']],\'y. 1> 0.

for any u' 6 XS. where My) may depend upon the parameter 1/ and M Z 1 is a constant.
Consider the weakly coupled system

¢(1)=_4.x(t)+futri,yt)} (12)1/(1): By(1)+ gt (It-yll'

Let g : C([—r.0].l'°) — Y be Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of Cl—r.0].l'0) and assume that

W): By(1)+g(yz) (13)

has a global attractor A in C([—r.0].}'°). Suppose that there exists a constant .M > 0. independent of u.
such that the set ya _0 ,5 = l“ E (Kl—folk” X 5 lfllullcq-r.o}.xgxyoi S Ml lHl

attracts bounded sets of C([—r.0]..\'f x )'°) under the flow defined by (1.2).
Let R > 0. (0,1') 6 C([—r.0]./\'f x Y°). H(O~l')|iC([_,->0]‘A'fxyo) 5 R. Suppose that there exist

nonnegative constants Mf- L]. depending only on R. such that

llfttO-I'Hlx, S lelollC‘([—r.0].X§1+ Mf- IIPL»(O.L llh- S LP(1’)llOllC‘t[—r.0].Xf)“l“AIPll/l- (1-41

Where P,,(o. L') : g,(o.t_") — g('t.'). and Lp(L/). Mp0!) — (I as If — 0.
Assume also that either of the following conditions is satisfied

a) The flow defined by (1.2) is asymptotically smooth.
b) M; : O and the flow defined by y: By+ gu(0.y,) is asymptotically smooth.
c) M, = 0 and MP 5 0.



Theorem 1.2. Assume that A is a sectorial operator and that B(11)-- oc as V —- 0. Assume also that [Hi
and (1.4) are satisfied and that either a), b) or c) above is satisfied Then, there exists 110 > 0 such that .

{oi

0 < u 5 no. the problem (1.2) has a global attractor AV and the family of attractors {AW 0 _<_ u 5 V0} is

upper semicontinuous at zero. where A0 :: A. Furthermore. if c) is satisfied. there exists uo > 0 such that
AV=A,0<VSU0.
Proof. Since (1.3) has a global attractor A there exists a locally Lipschitz continuous function 5: :

C([—r,0],)"°) _. IR+ such that for any 11» E C([—r,0],Y°),
i) EN) = 0 if 11’ E A.
ii) a(d(t."',.4)) S Sh") S b(d(t,'.A)). where a is continuous nondecreasing. a(s) > 0 if s > 0. a(s) —- 9c as

s — oc and b(s) is continuous with b(0) = 0.

iii) S(]43)(1l') 5 —E(1;"). where $413) is the right hand derivative of 5: along the solutions of (1.3).

For an)" e > 0. let BC 2 {t’ E Y" :E(t ) < c}. Property ii) implies that B. is bounded.
Suppose (11.311) is a solution for (1.2) with initial data (0.1). l'sing the variation of constants formula.

(1.2) can be rewritten as

d
f; =By+gtyii+Putrhy1i (1.5)

f

ztu=nttw<m+f Tutr-sifttx...y.ids. (1.6)
0

for t > 0 and :c(t) = d>(t) and y(t) = 11’(1)f0r —r 51g 0.
Given 6 > 0. 77 > 0. there exists U0 > 0 such that. for all l/ E (0. vol

C — LLp(1/)77 — L.’\:lp(L’) > 0.

where L is the Lipschitz constant of E on EC.
If y, E BC and llfsllCtt—rfilxw < 77 for 0 5 s 51, then

its/1) S — Emir) + LllPutzzwdlly

S — Styx) + LLP(V)||Ii|lCt[-r.oi.xgi + LMPW) < —S(y,) + LLP(V)77+ LMPll/l

and
r

lll’lllllX: S Alf—munilololll/Yf “h/L MU " s)'°f‘3‘”“""iLj|l1*,|lC([_,_0]J\-f, + ijds.
Fix 0 > 0 and let V0 > 0 be such that 0 < l/ 5 yo implies 3(l’) — a > 0. Then. for t > 0. we have

MMle — a)
3(l/)]_°

C!
T

”IUHlXSfar S Affl-5("l+all||0(0)ll,\'3 + 1)le / (l — S)_°€(—‘3(L’l+c)‘:—$ifasl|rsl|c~ds +
- 0

Let : : [—7'.oc) — IR+ be defined by

~(1)~
e"’|ir,]lc,ift>0‘ Holic .it—r§1§0

and let r(t) : sup_,<_,<, :(.<).
Hi > 0 and 0 5—7—3 1. we have

0!, Mum —o) MAJ/PU —o)
‘o 0. < A l

* —— ' + __—__—__”mum _ lllolm + (MPW who
On the other hand. if —r S 6 5 0. we have

lli’lgllngfoe s ll1‘(9)llxg s llOiiC-

4



Therefore. for —r S T S 1. we have

01AIL/N] —o) d +
MMJI‘U —o)

r(-r we" < M d> +_—Il Hi)" ._
H ”C

(B(V) 0)1_Q
1“

fl(u)]_o

and therefore

1mm] —0) MM,r(i —a-)
_ffisllrhlllf‘f‘” S Mlléllc + (Btu) _ a),_ov(1)+ Btu)"°

‘”

But

e°‘|lr1||c = sup {(“"°c““+"’|lru + ellinl s r‘" sup i€°’|IT(S)|l,\'gl s 6” sup 1c“ lJ‘(S)l|x°,l-
45950 r—rSsSr —r5ss1 ‘

for all 1 > 0. Therefore

ML;F(1—o)c"" MMle—ak" a,01 07“f lthHCSMlld’llC‘ + (3(U)_g)l—o
b + B(u)1‘°

It follows that

ML,1“(1—o)e"n1 + mm“ qty"t'1<Mo' e‘”+ f”.‘ l- ”‘ ”C (nu) — o)1'°
1

law-0
Let 1/0 be such that 0 < u 5 1/0 implies

_ ML;I“(1—o)e‘" >1
(fitm—ar-o — 2"

The“
UM r(. . 1— 0k”t‘(1)§ 2 M '0 Cf“ + ___f,_____ 01i ll ii

[j(U)]_°
]

for all 1 2 0. In particular. we have

emnrznc s QiMHOllcf‘" +Mew]15(V)"°

and therefore
M M

. _ _~ r(1—o)f°’
. U“ r f _lthllC SQi-‘VHOHCE “Jr—71417] (].1\

for all 1 2 O.

For ”one < ii? (1.7) implies ||:r‘.||c < 77 and y, 6 BC whenever defined.

Therefore. for every1_>_ 0. HOHC < 47—51. 1:6 BC . (1.7) is satisfied and

. n._,, MH- 0
E(yz) S —‘3(y:) + QLLPtVW IIOIICf' " +—& + LMptu) (1.8;

3(1,)]—a

for any 1 2 0.
This implies that the tu-limit set A,. of Br” : {(r.y) E Xf,’ x 1" t “TH/VS < _iii y 6 BC} is a local

attractor for (1.2). Since 17 and c can be chosen arbitrarily. assume that B C B”c andmu is a global attractor
for (1.2). If c) holds. the above computations show that W'(Br,_c) C A.

.It remains to show that. in cases a) and b) . the family of attractors {A,,.0 g u < 1/0} is upper
senncontinuous at zero.

—

DI



Consider (1.8) for llollc([_,_o]_,\~S-, <—"—
411 and t E B. Then

d .

—(f'3(yi)) Sf'E(yx) + f'Etyi)
d!

M r l— or
SQLLP(V)A1 [lltfil|c([..,»‘0]yx3)c’-a“_r)€t + JATfif—ft] + Lfiha(l/)(1

and
v‘ or c‘“ — c" M,r(1- o)c‘”' ,4311) S QLLPU/l-M f “77 l|0l|€([—r.o].x3i +Wt] - f“ l]

(10
+ LMp(i/)(1— 6”) + S(t")e'°'.

From (1.7) and (1.9). for every (C).1.') 6 A,..

HIM/PU — o)c‘" M r 1— M
lléllC‘([—r.0].X3) S —————fi(u)1_° . Eu) 5 QLLP(1/)JtI—f——(————i

fitv)“ + 111mm)

and from property ii) of 2
lim sup dist((¢,1").(0.A)) =
V—OtotieA

and the Theorem 1.2 is proved.

The hypothesis 13W) — o: as u — 0 strongly relates the results of Theorem 1.2 to parabolic problems
for which we can prove that theeigenvalues of A), diverge to —:>c. If we want to consider damped delay-
hyperbolic problems we must eliminate this hypothesis. Our next result is an attempt to overcome this
difficulty.

Let R > 0. (43,1106 C([—r,0],.\'., x l') ||(¢,¢l||C([-r,o]_xuxy) S R. Suppose that

llfd(¢«'d')llx,, S LJ(V)||0|lC([-r.o].xyi+MJ(V)~ ”Pat O 1“)l'lli < LP(U1/)llollC([—r0].Ayl+ _1/’t!p( ) (110)

where Pd(d>.t") = gu(o.1"') — g(t.-’f). Mf(u). Mp(i/). L/(u). Lp(l/) — 0 as d — rx.
Assume also that either of the following conditions is satisfied

a’) The flow defined by gm = By(t) + g,(0,y,) is asymptotically smooth or
b') M/(u) E 0 and Mp(i/) E 0.

The proof of our next result follows the steps in the proof of Theorem 1.2. However. there are some
qualitative differences that require special attention and we chose to provide a complete proof for complete-
ness.
Theorem 1.3. Assume that ,'3(i/) =: a > 0 is a constant and that A is the generator ofa strongly continuous
semigroup. Suppose that [H], (1.10) and either ofthe conditions a") or b") is satisfied. Then. there exists a
110 > 0 such that, for 0 < l/ 5 V0. the problem (1.2) has a global attractor A” and the family of attractors
{A,,. 0 5 l/ 5 no} is upper semicontinuous at zero. where Ao z: A. Furthermore. ifb’) is satisfied we have
that A, =Afor0< i/Suo.
Proof. Since (1.3) has a global attractor A there exists a locally Lipschitz continuous function I, :

C([—r. 0].l )— 1131L such that for any 7; E C([—r. 011").
i) E(t“)=0 if L’EA
ii) a"(d(t .A))_< EM)< b(d (1. A.)) where a is continuous nondecreasing. a(s)> 0 ifss) 0. a(s) —— o: as

s — o: and b(s)1s continuous with bO( )= 0
iii) 31,3)(1') S -—E(t'). where Eng. is the right hand derivative of 3 along the solutions of (1.3).

For any 0 > 0._ let BC : {l' E 1" :E(t') < c}: the property ii) implies that BC is bounded.
Suppose (r(t).y(t)) is a solution for (1.10). (1.10) with initial data (0.1'). [sing the variation of

constants formula (1.11) can be rewritten as

dy

E=By+g(0yii+
Ptri y) (1.11;

mm:
0)+/61T()1—sfi(

(1.12.



Given 0 > 0. r) > 0, there exists 1/0 > 0 such that. for all u E (0. 1/0].

c— LLp(I/)T] - LMpw) > 0.

where L is the Lipschitz constant of E on BC. If y, 6 BC and ||:r_.Hc < r] for 0 S s 51, then

Siyt) S — my!) “l' Llvalfhytlll)’
S — E(yr) + LLP(V)ll21llC(l—T,0,Xul+ LMPU’) < —E(y,) + LLPlVlU + LMPW)

and
I

Ill'lflllx, S Mc“"’||o||c + M/ (“W") lf—flvlllrillc +Jt11(l/lld~"~
0

Let : : [—r,oc) —— X, be defined by

1

Jlle""|lo’(0)|l,\~,, +Jl1/ fall”) [Lf(u)||.r,|lc + M,(u)]ds, if1> o
0

||Ollc Af—rgng
:(1) =

Then, : is a nonnegative function satisfying

:'(1) 5 —Uz(1)+ JUL/(U) sup :(1+ 0) + MMf(l/)
-r5e50

for1> 0 and :(1) 5 Hollc for —r§1§0.
Letting gm = mu” Min/M,

__o-ML,(V)' we have

u'r(1)§—au'(1)+MLf(i/) sup w(1+9)
-r5050

The reader is referred to Halanay [1966] for the proof of the following result

Lemma 1.4. Suppose I 1 [—r.oc) — R is a non-negative function satisfying

—r<
ir(1):—a:r(1)+3 sup z(1+0)

e_0

fort > 0 and assume a > 3 > 0. Then. 0 5 1-(1) g e‘k’Holl. for allt 2 0. where It > O is the unique real
solution of the equation k — o + Bel” = 0.

Therefore. for a > JlfLflI/l. we hai'e

Alf”; (If)zz'<"‘" ]‘-M—'()_e Hollc+l f lg—ML/(V)

where A > 0 is the unique real solution of the equation

A — a + ilij(1/)(Ar = 0.

It follows that
M U ( )

4 _ < —,\r a! . —fy_“a mi» - 6 New +
a _mm

for all 1 > 0.
. ’ ‘Assume that 1/0 is such that O < I/ S 1/0 implies QMLJUJ) 5 a and 4MMf(i/) 5 GT). l'nder this

conditions
N! l] (_ . I

.' ." V)
llrttlllx, sf “now —’—~ (”3’

For lléllc < ‘3 and 1 Z 0. (U3) implies ll-TsllC < 77 and y, 6 B‘ whenever defined.

l



Therefore, for every t 2 0‘ ||¢||xy < l}, u" E B( , (1.13) is satisfied and

Sou» s —E<yu)) + LLP(U) ”05“ch 2mm (u+——+) +LMp(1/) (1.14)

for any 1 Z 0.
This implies that the u-limit set A, of the set BM = {(¢‘u'=) E C([-r,0],,\'y) x C([—r,0],}") ; ||¢||C <

g, t," 6 BC] is a local attract-or for (1.2). Since 77 and c can be chosen arbitrarily, assume that B C B,, C and
A, is a global attract-or for (1.2). If b’) is satisfied. the above computations show that AB“) C A.

i

. lfit remains to show that, in the case a')‘ the family of attractors {ALHO < v 5 1/0} is upper semicontinuous
at in nitv.

Consider (1.14) for lld’llftl—fI’l-X) < 341 and 1.‘ 6 BC. Then.

d , ' t
21-(6 E(y,)) :f'2(y,) + 6 $(yr)

autuuamqfllxa-u-1>f+[w + LMp(u) e’

and
—A1 _e e"

Shh) S LLPU’) l—fi—l ||¢llC([-r,o].x)

QLL / Al.“
+[M + LMp(i/)] (1 — e”) + S(L')e”.

From (1.13) and (1.15). for every (0,1) 6 A”.

2MM,(u) < 2LLp(u)MMf(i/)
———U _——l|¢|lct[—r,o],x;) S , SW) + LMp(v)

and from property ii) of 2
lim sup dist((o. z,"~),(0.,4)) : 0
1—0“: L )€.A.,

and the proof is complete.
2. Upper semicontinuity of Attractors for Parabolic Delay-Partial Differential Equations 01:

Thin Channels

As an application of Theorem 1.2 we consider a parabolic delay-partial differential equation in Q =
(0.1) x (9 C IR'H’]. n S 2. where 0 is a smooth domain in IR”. Denote by (Ly) a generic element of Q.
where 1' E (0.1) and y E C7 and by Al, the Laplacian operator in 0. Consider

BU 1,82“ 0
.Ezd 612+Ayu+f u./irg(u(1.y.t+9))d6’ in Q:=[O.1]><C7

(21.
Bu

' i

_ —_- 0
an

0 in 8"

Assume that f : IR2 — IR satisfy

|f(u.s) -f(r.1)] 5 L (|u— z-;(1+e'“1’+f"")+ (5-H) . ifn : 1 (2.2.

|f(u.s) — f(t'.1)l 5 L (lu — t:](1 +11? + l'?)+ ls — 11). ifn : 2 (2,2)’

for some L > 0. p < 1 and all (u.s).(r.1) 6 IR? and

limsup f(u.0)
S —6. (2,3,

|u|—-:>; u

R



for some 6 > 0. Assume also that g : 111 — IR is globally Lipschitz continuous and satisfies |g((u )_|< B for all
uEIRandsomeB>0.

ll 15 our purpose to use Theorem ]. 2 to prove that if d > Ois sufficienth large then the dynamics of
(2.1) can be described by

E

D

%=Ayv+1(v1y,1>./ 9011121111111) in 0
511

,

_

5 ._ 0 in 80.
(2-4)

To better present the problem we introduce some terminology. Let X = L2(Q) and Ad : D(Ad) C X —
X be the sell adjoint operator defined by

') 80 Q8?
D(.‘ld)= {OGH'(Q)I% 20}. Adéz‘d'a—rf—Ayd) VC)ED(.4d). (2.5)

Let X}; denote the fractional power spaces associated to Ad endowed with the graph norm. Equation
(2.1) can be written as

0

Mi) : —Adu(1)+ f (u(1)./ g(u(t + 9))d9> (2.6)
—T

in the space C([—r.0], X3).
In what follows we obtain some embeddings necessary to handle the growth condition (2.2). The next

lemma follows an argument used in Carvalho [1992] where such embeddings are obtained for a fixed energy
space.

Let WO z {¢ 6 X“; zd) is independent of z} and W5} its orthogonal complement in X3.
Lemma 2.1. For anyp 2 1 we have

X; C L”(Q).

with embedding constant proportional to 13. Furthermore. there exists a constant K > 0. independent of d.
such that

. . _1
110111111115 11 Pd ’ Ilollxg- (271

d

for all 0 6 W}

Proof. Let ¢ 6 C1(Q ). o G H l “Then for am I] E [0.1]. there exist C 6 [0.1] such that o(1~1.c) = 0. This
implies the following inequalities

6—0/z;31_ (-T15)d5‘_/an01 -)ld5=f1(1‘1)-

tom 2? 1< 1010 mm] 1—1 s 211115: 1.11.

l0(11~12)l =

I’ 60
01‘1(l0-(0 Izll< l0(1112)|+ {/ -T'_')dé ~

6C)/ |O(011‘2)|d1'2 Sllf’llutn1+l|—llutn1»
~11 31‘1

Therefore.
lT11)l <f1(1)f2(12)

and

ll0l1L21n< (/ 1121.0:115’1dm1 [do
”OT:_llLl(QJ

9



Let t 2 1. If we apply the above inequality to d) : |u|"lu we have that (observe that, if u E C’(Q)fll4'f.
then at satisfy the above inequalities)

7

1 i
611 7 811 it r < ‘ ' t t-1___ r-1___ 7ilullL7 (Q) _1 (-/0 iu(0 I!” d-TQ + lliul
8T]

”Lia-ll) ll lui 812||L1(n)

_ 611 % 8u
Si (llu'llvtm'wlllul’ 16—Illlutm) Illul' 1

—|l1_1(m

l
311 3 6a 4<fllul|iu“_ i) <||Ullutm+2|lgz||utm> ”Eillimm'

Choose 21: p’(1—1). Then. i : 511—1, and

IIUII <L Ilull + Qua—“n éna—““ ’

Lfifl‘l) pl _2 “(01 all L’tnl ”llLNQ)

Since nonum) 5 lQl¢_§llOllL?(n) for all 0 E L2(.Q), we have that

||u|| a,
P'

z(”Ullwm + 2n—Tummy ”filthL7I3(9l< P'— {112 L-(fli

P’ l—% -4 5“
5 p","___2lQl' ‘ d ‘ (“57112 |lL=( ni+

3|ldT§Imi)%u]|lL“||6_12|le(9)l l
P' _A if”; 3

511S 3m d 7
2

”6186—5” (m

where we use that, for d) E Wll.
7

60“on; s d (ud5°” um + imam).
The result now follows from a density argument.

The following lemma guarantees that the problem (2.1) is locally well defined

Lemma 2.2. Under the previous growth assumption on f. the function f‘ : C([—r.0].,\'%) — X. given by

0

f‘(0)(r) = f (amitrij gtowitziide)

is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of C'([— r O].,\X5): that is. given a ball of radius pin C([—T.0]- Xi: l~

there exists a constant L! : Lf(p) such that

lif”(0) — f‘tt‘Hix S Lillo — I'll?»



< . <for Ild’lla [-r.0]X§) ' p ”l'HCfl-r MM?) p
Proof. The proofis based on the embeddings (. .1f ||<p||Ct .§ 5 T, ”1/1“ A} 5 r, it follows

4,01)“ 1 C([—r.0].A‘ )

that

”fe(¢) _ e I'l’)lli7(flj S L [fileflldflmlrllr + fflU‘lOKrll'] l¢l0)(1) _ t.‘(0)(:r)|2d;r + LLgrlIQ _ lf/‘llC([—r.0].X)

A

7‘
7

(L </[€€l¢(0)(rll + EGIHOHJ HT]? dry (/()lolo loll-”liq d!) +LLg7‘HO _ L'llC([—r,0].X)

J-

511 HO(0) _ L;_(0)Hi“n) </n[€9lClGlx.Tllr + 68“ {GRIN}?
(loci—J.)

+ LLngO _ tillC'lI—TfilJYl

516m HMO) — u‘>(0)llit-x.=m) (Liefllww' + felt MW]? dz) + ugrua _ tv||m_,m,,.
LII-—

Therefore, we only need to prove that

r”Eamon )| “mm 5 CU”)-

IR+ is continuous and increasing. This follows from the followingfor ||¢(0)IIX% 5 r, where C(~) : IR+ —

' :r "
°5 9”

111

DC
an n.||69'°‘°" " Hun 5207111410 )l’Ilptm=Emlldofllfiwm,

n=0 n=0
0C 05.8" , np Tlnp 1 _

"P

<Z;( 2np1\ ||o<0>||m<m) s; H! (mm)
and we only need to prove that the radius of convergence of the series

is infinity. This follows from the fact that. if ak = k. .

1 '""
=(71+l)]'P(]+—) ——-x

011+] T)

as n -. oc. The lemma is now proved.

':C([—r.o]..\'f)— 111Consider the Liapunov functional 1

. 1. q 1 ,. \l(61)——2f;O(0)|lk +§|l0(0)|i;\'— flmolidr.

“here F(u zfof (.s 0)ds.
Vie use

)this Liapunox' functional to prove that hypothesis [H] of Theorem 1.2 is satisfied. We prove the
esult for the case n z 1 since in this case the estimates are more complicated and one could easily reproduo.
the proof for the case n : 2 from the case n : 1.



Lemma 2.3. There exists a constant M > 0. independent ofd, such that for any d 2 do and any bounded
set B in C([—r,0],Xj), there exists to = to(d.B) such that. fort > to. u e B

“(1,UO)€€{U 6 Ct(l—r 0M ”Hall M}.<loop”) _l
where u(t, uo) is the solution of (2.1) satisfying 140.110): uo.

Proof. Hypothesis (2.3) implies that there exist positive constants my and m such that sf(s O)<_ L652+c£.
F(s_) 5 “7552 + C5 and |F(s)| 5 meg“I for alls<6 IR. Therefore we have the following estimates

2

,
1 l l .,H0) 2 §||A§ otOmi +51+o<||o0|mw§|m

Z Ci|l0(0)ll‘_4_ - Cg IQI-
A; -

On the other hand.

.
1 A

. q l q ,HO) 5 41mm)“;- + §II¢(0)II:\' + mt|<€'°‘°" lift

<_ canton/Y} ).

where C : IR+ ——- IR+ is a continuous function. If u(-,t) is a solution of (2.1), then we have

dl' 6u 2

21701“) — —ll-a_1(11)llx — <U('J)._4U) + (“f-(“(sil'on
0 C'iu

+ (f (u(-.1)./_rg(u<-.1+ wide) — nut-netut-n + 5th)
a“ 2 1 all

S —l|57(ni)||x — Mutt-4") + (u,f(u(~-.1),0)) + BLrl-QI’ ||U(',f)||x + light)”;-
6 ., \

6 q a 1

s —|15',i(~.1>u-x — <u<-‘1>..4ui— 5||u1|x + Home (”Mail“);+ll%7u(n1)llx) + cum?

which implies the result.

Let us denote by H" and H}, the closed subspaces of X and X5. respectively. whose elements are
functions independent on the variable I. Let Wl and Wei be the orthogonal complement of H" and H}, in
X and X3. respectively. Observe that W is isometric to L2(O) and H}, is isometric to the fractional power
of the restriction of Ad to the subspace W (“I D(.4d). This decomposition induces the decomposition

C([—1.0]..X =.C([—r 0] Ha C'(.[—-r 0]. HJ')
VVritting u(1,y.1) : v(y.1) + U'(1‘.y.1). where 1'(y.1) =

fc)
u(1'.y.1)dr. and u' = u — 1‘ , the equation (2.1)

can be written as

a- 1 °

a—zsz1‘-+/f(1-(y1)+u'5(.yt)/g((y1+9)+u(y~déf+filld9> in (7
0 —r

size in 60

au 25311
0

51. : d 312» +Ayu +f (1'(y.i)+u‘(r.y.1)./ g(t'(y.1+9)+u'(J‘.y.t+9))d9>
—r

1 o

_-/t f(1'(y.1)+u'(s.y.t)./ g(11.(y1+€)+u(s y.t+fi))d€) ds in Q
T



Theorem 2.4. There exists a do > 0 such that, for d 2 do the problem (2.1) has a global attractor .4,3

which coincide with the embedding ofA into C([—r,0]./\'dé ).

Let Td(t) denote the sernigroup generated by —Ad. Then, there exist constants K > 1 and fl(d) —» 0:
such that "

lleUlU‘llu'; xW'J- S Alf—Mdnllu’llw; xM'-'--

Let it : X — W be the projection

Let Pd : C([—-1‘,0].X§) — l‘l' be given by

‘
(l

_
U

-ima¢w4(mmq/gwwnw>—wb(um+owi/ qu+mmwfll as
The variable ‘U‘ satisfy

% = d? (ff-1,1, + Ayu' + Qd(t=,.£,.u',.m)01-
au, (2.9)
—— — 0
an _ '

where Qd : C([—r,0],X§) — Pl"L is given by where

-. ~
0

- —
0

~

Qd(¢~¢l=f(0'(0)+0(0)-/ g(¢(9)+0(€))d9l-Ti(f(€’(0)+0(0)- g(0(9)+o(9lld9)) (2.10)

The following results can easily be obtained using the embeddings (2.7) and the growth assumption
(2.2).

Lemma 2.5. The function Qd : C([—r.0].,\';‘ ) —- Wl defined by (2.10) is Lipschitz continuous on bounded
1

sets of C'([—r.0].Xd’ ). Furthermore. given p > 0, there exists constant LQ : LQ(p) such that

||Qd(0.&)lluw S LQ d_% ll‘sllcq-po] “i"
for ”to 6m 5 p,Ct[—r.0].Xj")

Lemma 2.6. The function Pd : C({—r.0]._\'§ ) — W given by (2.8) is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets
.1

ofC([—r.,0].X; ). Furthermore. given p > 0. there exists constant Lp : Lp(p) such that

neitoriiiin- S Li: «rt uéiicwwir
s p.for ”(a éinmqmt)

Remark 1. It has been shown (see Moser [1971]) that f‘ is a bounded operator from H] into L? for p < 2

Using Moser's inequality and the techniques in this section. we can prove that the same result holds for
p < 2. Indeed. it has been shown (see Hale and Raugel [1992]) that the operator f‘ is a bounded operator
from H1 int-o W“ for s < ‘2. Their proofstrongl‘v uses the results of Maser [1971].

Remark 2. The above results can be easily proved for the equations

flu “a?“
=d‘-—— A . —

'

.fit 512+ yu+f(u u(t r)) in Q

.u_0 ‘aQ5n— in ..
12



where f satisfies the conditions (2.2) and (2.3). lfg E 0. problem (2.1) reduces to a parabolic partial
differential equation and all the results hold with the same proof.
3. Upper Semicontinuity of Attract-om for Damped Hyperbolic Delay-Partial Differential

Equations on Thin Channels

As an application of Theorem 1.3 we consider a damped hyperbolic-delay equation in Q = (0.1) r C7

(see Section 2). Denote by (z,y) a generic element 019, where z 6 (0,1) and y E 0 and by Ay the Laplacian
operator in 0. Let [3 > 0 and consider

62 6 062 0

a?“ + 5—3—7 = d‘éz—Z + Ayu-l- f (u/ g(u(.r.y.i +d))d€> in Q := [0.1] x (0

-—— = 0 in 89.
(3.1i

To simplify the notations, we assume that f : IR"7 -— 13 is globally Lipschitz continuous and satisfies
the dissipation condition (2.3). Assume also that g : IR — IR is globally Lipschitz continuous and satisfies
|g('u)| 5 B for all u 6 IR and some B 2 0. If 9 E 0 then (3.1) becomes the equation

2 a 0
2

6—5+5—3=d-53+Ayu+h(u) in Q::[O.l]><0
6u , r

'

29—77
— 0 II] dQ.

where h(u) : f(u,0).
As in Section 2. it is our purpose to prove that if d > O is sufficiently large. then the dynamics of (3.1;

can be described by

2. a. 0
_L: +6—l = Ayr+ f <1‘(y.l)./ g(v(y.z+0))d9 in 061- 61 _, ,.

81'
(03;

fig
0 in (X

llsing the notation introduced in the previous section. Equation (3.1) can be written as the following
system

0

1it): —.4du(1)— Bin) + f<u(1),/ (3.4,
g(u(1+ 0))d9)

in the space C([—r.0]. '3 x X).
Under the above conditions the problem (3.3) has a global attractor A and by considering the Liapunoy

.1

functional 1’ : C([—r.0].}{d2 x X) — IR given by

c,l 1 ,,,War): §|l-430(0)ll,\' + §Hr(0)l;'x +b<o(0).t-<0)> —/ F(<z>(0))dr.
9

where b is a positive constant and F(u) = f; f(s.0)ds. it follows from computations similar to the compu-
tations in the proof of Lemma 2.3 that

14



Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant M > 0. independent ofd. such that for any d 2 do and any bounded
set B in C([——r.0]\){dé x X), 310 = to(d,B) such that, fort 2 to, u E B

l
u(t,u0) 6 {u E X; :||u||X§ 5 M},

d

where u(t uo) is the solution of (3.1) satisfying u(0. uo) = uo.

Proof. H\ pothe51s (2. 3) implies that there exist positive constants c; and m such that sf((5 0)_< -——52 +ci.
F(s )5 "T‘s! + c, and |F(s))|§ m(l + sq). for all s 6 IR. Therefore “e time the follwing estimate

1l 1
-, ,,

”gamma-+5”—b)1lr(0)llx+504111640)“;- — Calf?!-vols-a"(65.1”) 2

Choosing 0 < b < min{l.6} and letting c] : min{%.l — 6,5 — b}, we have

W¢1>Q(HA;W¢ 1m+1¢mlh+wwmb—QMhmmmmwmmfi1X—mm. mm
d X

On the other hand,

..s 55 4; I/\
l 1 b

, ., .,nnmwn+fluwfi+ymwn+mmmm+mm
l/\

1 b ., I .,inwwm1+g+mmamn+§w+umwm1+mm
|/\

wlb—‘lewlb-a

HA%0 n1+§+nmwwm1+mwm1+mnt

Letting Cg = max{1,% + m} we have

W¢u><mm43o(0>thmw&+mwmfl+th om

Consider the functional I]: C([—r. 0] X; x ,X)— IR given by

.,11qlflam=§Wfith+ —m<0 11—/Fwotwd

If (u(-,1).v(~.t)) is a solution of (3.4). then we have

d\ 0

d—Tlt ut- u)= —[3Ht(1)3\|| +(rt-f)-f(ut-.1)-/ mum—finder) —f(u(~.t).0))

s—mntun1+3dnnneon
., q 2 B L 3

,-WMJM1+§Whmu+ (glmt
and therefore

Jim 1')<—§|'1'l'+M__i
dt 1- 1 _ 2

I ”IA" 5
.

On the other hand. if mat) = (o(0).t'(0)), we have

we 1 ,

0

dt (u,.r,)=|lv(~,t)||;\-— (u,_4du(-.t)+fli'(-.t)—
fl<1(1(~.1)./(g(u(.1+9))d9>)

=Hvtw1)Hi <u 4du< )+—3t( 0)
0

—weurw(MH<utf)/% ft+m>dfl>



and therefore

fituiwnwon” —||A3 ut on” nut-r)rt~f>>~f||utf>||2 + 9 BLQL
di _ A' x , , .

2
~ A“ Col |+ 7” l l’l|U('J)||A'-

. ., 7 3

Smce fl(ut,i)-,v(-J)) S <||u(~,f)llA- + QTIIthNIK- and Brunlénuwlllx s tilt/(nulli- + fifilmt for an\'
c > 0, we have

'

dtfq a? ,,

d,
——(ux “HS(1+—)Ht(- on} —||.43 ut m} + 2(-- )(||u. t)1|;\-+CA|Q|+(B1LQ |Q|

and b\ taking (—_ .\\e haw

We 2132 ,, i q 6 ,, 2 9

70mm)- 6 inn-nu; 414311444)”;- —5uu<~.4>n-A~+tct+ ”3ng mi.

Since V = H + ng, we have

dt" [3 q l bé
——(u1-v:)5— (2 fillllt- illlA-—bl|-43( lllA ——||U( lllA—
di

2(Br],)2 2(BrL)2
5

+ 3 m.
+b<C6+2

Now. we fix b > 0 sufficiently small so that g — b(1 + 1,1) > 0 and we conclude that there are positive
constants C3 and C4 such that

dl n '>

Tom) 5 —c3 (llA3U(-J)I|2A- + Hutuullx + ||1’('J)|l3\') + c4IQI.

It follows from (3.8) that

dl'
——(u,.t:,) S —El'(u,.t=1)+<”;£ +c4> |Q|df C3

2?) PM

for all t 2 0. This estimate together with (3.5) and (3.6) imply the result.

which implies that
V(U1.‘LJ,)S"(u0‘1-0)e_§§’+ <

Let us denote by if and We the closed subspaces of X and X3. respectively. whose elements are
functions independent on the variable 2. Let Wl and W: be the orthogonal complement of H" and We
in X and X3. respectively. Observe that W is isometric to L2([0.1]) and W0 is isometric to the fractional
power of the restriction of Ad to the subspace H" D D(.—id). \’\'e will use the identification

A“; x A‘ = 11}, e We W e n'L.J.
O

as well the identification

C([—r.0].,\'§ x A') : C([—r.0]. H}, e W) x C([—r.0]. it"; g- I“).

16



Writing u(:r.y.i) = v(y.1) + u:(:r,y,t)‘ where v(y,l) = f01u(:r‘y.1)d.r and u» :: u — u r the equation (610:
can be written asa61 '

66

2
8211“

31 81?

6u= .g _ 0 in 89

l

37 =Ayl‘—fl£+fo f(v(y.t)+w(s,y-.f)‘/

+ Ayn — 1377+ f (My-f) + u'(r-y..1)-/

0

—r

0

—r

T

g(v(y,1+0)+ut(s.y.i+9))d9) ds in O

g(t.'(y,1+ 9) + u'(:r.y,1+ 9))d9>

1 0

—/0 f(v(y.1)+u~(s,y,t),/ g(z:(y,t'+t9)+11'(s,y.t+€))d9)ds in Q

Theorem 3.2. There exists a do > 0 such that, for d 2 do the problem (6.10) has a global attract-or Ag

which coincide with the embedding ofA into C‘([—-r.0]iXd5 x X).

Let TAT) denote the C0 semigroup generated by Cd = <

and a > 0 such that

0 J

_J

||Td(ilu‘l|w; xw-L S Ke‘”‘|lw||w; x“'*‘
7 2

Let 7r : X -— W be the projection
1

r.(u)=/O u(s.y)ds.

Let Pd : C([—r.0].)s'¢";1 x X) -——- H' be given by

Pd(o.1'.o,7:') zj <o(0)_/
The variable 11“ satisfy

0

—r

(flu
, =77(if
677 _ 2691; Wu

‘ ,

51 -.d 61,3 +
53,12

—57]+Qd(lt~§1~ut-Tltl

Elu‘

a -0-

where Q4 : C'([—r.(l].i\'§’ x X) — 111 is given by where
.

~ ~

'

~
(’

- _

wanna-r) : f(¢(0) + o<0>./ gtotm + ownde) — wtftow) + om]
0

-r

0

man/mire) — 7r [f (o(0)+ 6(0>./ g(o(9) + Manda”

g(o(9)+ émnden

_4d 1). Then. there exist constants K 2 1

(3.7!

(3.6.

(3.9)

Lemma 3.3. The function Q4 : C'([—r.0]./\'d% x X) — I“ defined by (3.9) is Lipschitz continuous in
lbounded sets of C([—r.0],Xd’ x X). Furthermore. given p > 0. there exists a constant LQ : Lq(p) such

that - - _l _ -
HQAO-U-O-VNIWJ- S LQd “ “(OilHCH-no; wieumy

1’.’



for lltafi, Mt)“ < p.Ctt-r.o],xf xX) ‘
1

Lemma 3.4. The function Pd : C([—r,0],Xd’ x X) — W given by (3.7) is Lipschitz continuous in bounded
1

sets of C([—r,0],,\'d’ x X). Furthermore, given p > 0. there exists a constant Lp = Lp(p) such that

iiPdtawudéiiiw s nod-f ”(<5-it'lllcq-notwgemx),

'. 7, 7. <for ”(at <2» 1)IIC([_T.OM}M) _ 0

Remark 1. Proceeding as in Section 2. we could consider the less restrictive conditions (2.2). (2.2) on f.
Remark 2. The above results can be easily proved for equations

(9211 qdiu .6—1“+Bd—u=d'6—2+Au+f(u.(ut—r)) in Q:=[0,1]x0
611

.

377—0 In 69

where f satisfies the conditions (2.3) and (2.2) or (2.2). In this case. we should use the following Liapunov
funtional

q 1 q (3 0 0
qNew) = —|I4io (Olllst- + §|lrt0>llx +b<o(0).r(0)>+ 5L (/ ||L’(9)||j\vd9) dr—/QF(O(0))d.r.

to obtain the a prion bounds on the attractors.
4. Application of Theorem 1. 2 to a Class of Cooperative System Arisingm Parabolic Prob-

lems on Thin Domains Around a Point

Suppose Q = [O._ 1] x [0.1] C IR? and consider the scalar parabolic partial differential equation

u,=(a(;r.u)u,),+uyy+f(1.u). (I.y)€ Q (4.1)
ftu _

fin
0. (my) 6 0... (4,2)

This problem arises as a limiting problem for

u,=Au+f('u). («T'ylE-Qu
an
E—O- (I-yl€Q<.u~

where Q“. = {(:r.y) 6 IR") :0 < 1‘ < L'. O < y < c(a(f.u))%}. (see Hale and Raugel [1992]).
To proceed describing the results some additional notation is needed.
Let X = L2(Q); then the operator AL, :D(_4U) C X — X. defined by A“: : —(0(-’l’t1/l~,?z)r — gun. V; e

D(.4‘,) where ..
Er":

D(A,,)= {Y‘E H?(Q) : T’ : 0 on 89}.
(In

is a sectorial operator. Therefore. the fractional power spaces Xf,’ associated with Al. can be defined: that is.
for o 2 0. X3 = D(.-ifj) endowed with the graph norm. It is assumed throughout that a : %. unless stated
otherwise. Then. for any p _>_ 1.

x5 c Urn) (4.3).

with continuous inclusion (see Friedman [1983]. Theorem 10.1).



Consider the eigenvalue problem

(0553): + 993/54 z _’\¢* 2 E Q

(950
_ (4.4)

5 —0, (z,y)€c')Q.

The following eigenvalue problems

(m}h=—y¢ IEWJ)
C11."

_ (4.5)
dz

— 0, r _ 0,1.

and
eyy : _60» y 6 (01)
dB
—:0. y:0.l. (46)
a

are associated to (4.4) by the following result

Theorem 4.1. Let {pm‘ dim} be the solutions of the eigenvalue problem (4.5) and {5m 0,1} be the solutions
ofthe eigenvalue problem (4.6). Then,

/\mn 1:- I‘m +£n- ‘an(1';y) :: 1i'm(-Tl9n(y) (4-7)

are the eigenvalues and associated eigenfunctions for the problem (4.4).

Assume that a(-,u) E C2([0.l].lR). a(.’r,u) > 0. r 6 [0,1]. We assume that a is large except in a
neighborhood of a point where it becomes small. To describe the coefficient a. let 0 = to < 21 < In = 1 be
a partition of the interval [0,1] and let 11.01 be two positive constants and 13,03 be functions of a‘positive
parameter u that approach 11.0] from above as u — 0. Then if 61.63 are other positive constants (and u is
sufficiently small). let a be such that

61

a(:r.u)2—V-. for Iogrgrl—ulg.
63 ,a(:r.1/)2 —. for I] +u1] <.T<J"_7‘ .
z/ — ‘ (4.5)

a(r.u) 2 1/01. for r] — 1/13 5 1’_<_ 11 + ul'l.
a(.'r.u) 5 1/03. for r] — 1/115 11 g 11+ 1/13.

We assume that

H—h=dU-} M“ua: —aI = o(1).

as 1/ — 0.
The following result plays an essential role in this example and its proof can be found in Carvalho and

Pereira [1991].

Lemma 4.2. Under these hypotheses. p] = 0‘ pg —$fi- l l _ 1

p3 2 1}. Furthermore. we can choose v, E 1 and L"? to satisfy
as l’ — 0 and there exists m > 0 such that.

1—1“;
+o(l). I‘ E [0.11 — 1/11]

11

(MT): 0(l). IE [I] —i/ll.:rl+ull]
( 1‘

1—11] +0(l). 1'€[1'1+1/11.l]

With this information we proceed to guess the differential equation that carries the asvmpt-otic behavior.

10



Let 143° = span19110ztflai"'lt W2" = spanlf’zfli.t"292.n"293. - - -] and W3 = I”? e ”5°11 its orthogonal
complement in X°. If u E Xi it can be written as

U = 1’111‘1 + 1’211‘2 + U’

where hereafter we denote 111] by 1, 1,13 by 1,1, and

1

1:1:/ u(:r.y)d;r,
0
i

1122/ u(:r,y)t“(:r)dr,
0

u = u — r] — 121".

This decomposition of the space induces a decomposition in the equations (4.1), (4.2) as follows. Suppose
u(1,:r,y) is a solution of(4.l), (4.2); then.

“(1.2.31): 1’1(f,y)+1’2(1~yl1"(1‘)+ u'(1.r,y)
and

,

1 2, i

6—531):/0 u,((1. s y)ds = Z’; +/0 f(u(1.s,y))ds. (4.10;

016 2
8217

Fifi—(131 fowti )d‘=6y’—yzl-+/f1syJ) ()d (4.11)

w, = (amt), + u’yy “l’ f(“(i‘1'=y))_/ f(u(1.s,y))ds “f f(u(1,s,y))t,ll(s)ds 1"(T)
0 0 (4.12;

61 —0
an - i

We know from Lemma 4.2 that

—\ I]
. 1'€(0.1‘])

I€(2‘1.l)

as v — 0.
Also from Lemma 4. 2 we know that M —- a: as 1/ — 0 Therefore. one expects that the component 11

of u does not plax an} rolein the large time beha\ior Thus.

9311 y~) 62“ l

+/ f(1'1(f-y)+1'2(1-yl1'(5l)d5
0

; + Tiffi'iU-y) ' k11'2(1.y))+(1— 1‘ilf(1'1(1~yl+ kfl’zU-yll-

v
1.7

]

‘(1-y) ~ —,—: — wry) +/ ftt'1(1.y)+1=z(1-y)v(~<))v(5)ds
o

r, 1

~ ‘8? — Pl’i’U‘yl +/0 f(z'l(1\y)_k11'2(1-yl)(—klld5+/ f(1’i(1-yl+ kQI’QU-ylll‘zds

~a—yQ—,Ul’:(1y)—1‘1k1f(l'(1(-1.y)—k113(1.y))+(l—:rl)l'gf(=(11(.1y)+l»t,(1y))

Qfl



. .. .1_—_r_i _ _’L —£L;“here ki—t/ ,, ,k2_ 1-,,a“dF—21m(i-m'
Therefore, we guess that the limiting difierential equations are‘

av] _
6201

,

791—(t’y) —
3—31?

+ gi(ti(i~y)~1’2(tyll~

311 321,
731—20, y) = 511—22 — uvz(t.y) + yz(vr(i,y)mz(t,y)), (4-13)

60] _
61,2

_ _
Ey—

—
6g

— 0, y — 0,1

where
gill‘i-I‘Q) = Tif(1’i -l’11’2)+(1 — Tilfll’i +1141!)

92(1’i-1’2) = ‘Tikifll'i — kil‘zl'r (1 — Till‘zflli +l‘21‘2l

We now exhibt a change of variables that simplify equations (4.13). Consider the average on each of
the intervals; that is,

l ":](1.y): -—/ u(t,:r,y)d:r.
oI]
] 1

22(t.y)= (l—rfi/ u(t.1‘.y)dr.

this suggests that the variables in (4.13) are

171(1,y)= T121(1»y) + (1 — 11)32(f-.y)~

170,11) = “k11121(1,y)+ k2(1— 21)¢2(1-y)v

In the variables :1 and 23 the equations (4.13) become

6:1 _
6221 01

~ _ -
81

(t.y)— 6g?
+ 21121(~2—~1l+f(~i(f-yll-

to 6229 a]'1 —' — —— 91-3 59 . . .

:1 6:3
— — =0. 201
By y

y

The techniques in section 1 are applied to prove that the dynamics of (4.1), (4.2) in X; is given by
(4.14). To accomplish this. the class of nonlinearities in consideration must be restricted to those that satisfy
some dissipativeness condition and for which the above problem is locally well posed.

‘

Assume that f : IR — IR is globally Lipschitz continuous function with Lipschitz constant L]. Also.
assume that f satisfies the dissipativeness condition (2.3).

The following result is an easy consequence of the above hypothesis.

Lemma 4.3. l'nder the previous assumptions on f. the function f‘ 2X5; — X. given by

is globally Lipschitz continuous in X} with Lipschitz constant L].

This implies that (4.1), (4.2) is globally well posed. By standard arguments one can prove that the

senugroup associated to (4.1). (4.2) 15 bounded dissmative: that is. there exists a set 0, in X5 that attracts
bounded sets. The aim is to find a constant M > 0. independent of V. such that, for some 1/0 > 0.

< 1Hull/“g _ f)

")l



for every 11 E 0”, 0 < V S 110.

Once the above constant is found by Theorem 1.2 the following result follows.

Theorem 4. 4. Denote the attractor of (4.1) (4.2) b\ A., and the attractor of (4.-13) (equivalentli (414))
by A. Let A,—_ {(111112): 111 + 11211 + u e A” }. Then, the family of attractors {AW 0 < V < 1/0} is upper
semicontinuous at zero.

To applv Theorem 1. 2 we have to prove that the constant M can be chosen independent]:' of l/ < Up
To accomplish this the standard proof that the semigroup associated to (4.1) (4. 2) is bounded dissipative
is repeated keeping track of the constants involved.

In what follows. the existence of a uniform bound for the attractors is show 11 Consider the Liapunov
functional E :)i,? ——~ IR defined by

,_ a(:r)60 2 189 ._, t‘_ -,Eu(¢l—
n Tlaflrtyll +§|5—y(T-y)l +72a>(1~.y)“—F(o(:r.y)) dz-dy.

where F(u =f0f(
From the dissipativeness condition it follows that sf(s )< —-s" + (1 and F(s) 5 mg 3? + C5 for s 6 IR

and from the growth condition that. |F(s )_|< r((1 + |s|2)
for)

s 6 IR.
With these estimates on F(s)

2 a.r slag
2c. 111111”. — ct191.

3 ., 1
'

., ,,Eu(¢)2/n[(—) —°1:.y11-+ 6011111]dzdy+611¢11p—c.191

On the other hand,

a(:r) 6¢ 2 16¢ 2 6
, .,Ems /n [7 l—aztwil +51—ay(1.y)l ldrdy+§||o||§.m.+r|1¢|1z.m.+r|a|

2
v Q.5c-lt¢llxé+rl 1

Also, if u(t) is the solution of (4.1). (4.2) satisfying u(0) : “U E XI;

d a(.r ) fin ., l
(71qu11“) l=—lluzl|L?—5/$;[T

3—5(:‘~yl|'+
§|g—:(1HU 3/24)[]d1dy+é/Quf(u)drdy

a(1~) du 2+ Ei(u5-1 nl—Q—Ijtr.y)l+515—1: wldrdy——11u11is+6c.191<- -éc.11u1|§ 1Men-Q1

.
Observe that all the constants involved in the above estimates do not depend on u. Therefore. the above

inequalities imply the following result.

Lemma 4.5. There exists a constant M > 0. independent of 11. such that for anv 0 < 1/ < 1/0 and bounded
A

. _
set Bin Xi 3t0:10(u.B)suchthat.fort 210.1106 B.

u(t.u(,) E {u E X? :||u||X% S M}.

where u(t, 110) is the solution of (4.1), (4.2) satisfving u(0. uo) : uU.

This proves that (4.1). (4.?) defines a global semigroup which is bounded dissipative.
The fractional power space XS can be decomposed as

Aleileltgll) 01— (4.15.1

Q?



where W] is the subspace functions that do not depend upon r in X3, W2 = {17 E X37 11) : t.’"2(-‘r)t'(t/). 1, E

w,},05051. ‘

Let THU) denote the analytic semigroup generated by A”. Then,

tuneuiwistn-m“*wmiw;

nnmungsxrh”“*num¢
Let

PUM@M:[ Jfift m+wwiam+ummw« ] (“m
—

)y-+fovlf( I( y I':»(y) 25()++U’(5-y))1'z(6)ds
and

7 W _ gill'i-l’zl9(ti,t.) -— l—pvg+gg(t=1,v3)l'

The variable in satisfy
w: = (Gus): + uyy +

mums-til}6u=
_ (4-17)

5 - 0‘

where
1 l

QU’i-‘U'z-Uifll = f(1‘1+1'21'2(Tl+u'(Tll—/ f(1’1+1'21‘2(Sl+u’(5lldS—/ f(1'1+1‘21':(5)+u'(8))t 2($ )dsv. g(:r,
0 0

Let Q‘ : A a X be defined by

Q‘h'nvz-yltlu y) = Q(1'l(yl«l'2(yi- U'tr-yll (4.18;

The following results can be easily proved using growth assumptions on f and from the variational
characterization of the eigenvalues.

Lemma 4. 6. The function Q: W1 1T)
1

W3? 6— l’l'll — X defined by (4.12) is Lipschitz continuous in bounded

sets of VI? 6- W2: 5— M}. Furthermore. given r > 0. there exists constants LQ = LQ(r) and MQ = Mar.)
such that ‘

I
e

’
. W. ‘ ' < 3 ¢

.HQ (11 1- 1LllIA _ LQU ”unwfiewleflz + Mq.

for ll(1‘1,1’2-U‘lllw4:_ 4 S 7”

we;
J!»-

Lemma 4.7. HP is given by (4.16), the function P : ll’li‘ él'l’i,‘ 6lr’l‘f — ll0new:C defined bi PH] 1: u):
_i

P(U1,1122u')—g(1‘1,’(=2) is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets ofll'f ell 2ell;l Furthermore giten r > 0.

there exists constant Lp : Lp(r) and function Mp : Mptr.u) — 0 as u — 0 such that

" l ,

llP(1’]s1'2~u')llW1°-}W§'S LP 1” Hull“) , A _ .
+ -MP(T-Vl-

l7—_—“2-~_-Hl*

[ ' <”thumfilyfi%_r
1

Theorem 4.4 now follows from Theorem 1.24
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In what follows we consider a family of problems that include the problem (4.14). That is, consider the
system of parabolic partial differential equations

3: 62:
a] = die—y; +P(22 - 5ll+fl51s32ly

(9:3 613
at _ d? 6 2 —(I(2 )+g(41,~2) (4.19)

6:1 _ 22 _ _
dy

—
311

-O' U— 0 I

where p. q. (11 and dg are positive parameters and f.g are smooth functions.
Define

( 51) fl-, -,, ': p 22 — + :1 ::F(-i~'-)’ <—
q(.’.’2" 51+) g(:].:2))>i

Next we introduce the notion of invariant region as in Smoller [1982].

Definition 4.8. A closed subset E C IR? is called a positively invariant region for the local solution defined
by (4.19). if any solution (:1(t,y).z;>(t.y)) having initial value in 2. satisfies (:1(t.y).zg(t.y)) E S {or all
y 6 (0,1) andt for which the solution is defined.

The following result is quoted from Smoller [1982] (page 202) and it is due to Chueh, Conley and Smoller
[1977].

Proposition 4.9. The following holds
(a) Any region of the form

2 = fl3=1{(:1,:g)€1R?:o, 5 :, S 12}

is an invariant region for (4.19). provided that F points into S on 62.
(b) Ifa'] = dz = 1, then any convex region 2, in which F points strictly into S on 62, is an invariant region

for (4.19).

Proposition (4.9) implies the following result.

Corollary 4.10. Assume that there are real numbers a. b, c and d such that f(s.t) > 0 Vs S a. f(s.t) <
0 Vs 2 b. g(s.1) > 0 V1 5 c and g(s._t) < 0 V1 2 d. Then. the rectangle [db] x [end] is an invariant region for
(4.19).

Proof. Under these hypotheses. it is easy to see that. on the boundary of the rectangle [0.11] x [Cd] . the
flow F points into (a, b] x [c,a’]. The proof of the result now follows from Proposition 4.9.

Next we introduce the notion of cooperative systems in convex domains with no flux boundary condition
(see Kishimoto and Weinberger (19851). Let Q be a bounded convex smooth domain in IR" and consider the
weakly coupled system of parabolic equations

<9
r—U:U,AU,+f,(U1."~.Ut-). 1§i<lc. IGQ61 —

flu, (4.20)
__ : 0. :r E 69

677

where 77 is the outward normal and a, > 0. 1 S if k. This system is said to be cooperative if

(ff—fr . .

8—11] >0 we J~ (4.21)

Kishimoto and Weinberger {198.5} prove that the following result holds.
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Theorem 4.11. Let it be a nonconstant equilibrium solution of (4.20). Suppose that (4.21) holds on the
range oft}. Then 1] is unstable.

Even though the equivalent system (4.3) is not necessarily cooperative it is equivalent (by a change of
coordinates) to a cooperative system. This ensures that the above theorem also holds for (4.3).

The condition (4.21) is immediately satisfied for the system (4.14). Therefore. the systems in consider-
ation in this section are cooperative systems and the only possible stable equilibrium points are the constant
equilibrium points,

Now We consider some generalizations of the problem (4.1). (4.2). We introduce some notation (see also
Carvalho [1992]) to describe the diffusion coefficients that we are going to consider.

Let N" C IR" be the cone defined by

N"=tc‘=(f,.---.cn)em" zc,»>0.igign},
with the partial ordering defined by €§ fifi" e, 5 f,. 1 5 i 5 n and let N5“ C IR”I be the cone defined
by

Ng+1={?=(el.~~,en+1)€ m"+1:o= 61< e? < men < en.“ = 1}.

For e‘ e N”, 5 E N3“ and continuous increasing functions 17.07 : (0,00) — Am“. we say that a

function a : [0, 1] x (0,0c) — (0,0c) is a Gaelic-Kim) function if. for each V. a(-,i/) 6 C1[0, 1] and the
following is satisfied

for :c,-+ul,’§z§:r,+1—ul:+; lsign
va,. for I,—ul,’§:r§r,'+ul,’ 1§i§n+1 (4-22l>

a(:r.u)§ua:. for r;—ul,§1‘§z,-+ul,' 1§i§n+1
where E = a’(.0).1—=1’(—0).a-’ = a’(-u) and l7 : I’(~u).

Consider the sca ar parabolic problem

“1 =(au.r):r+uyy+f(u)e (1',y)€Q (423i
pu+(1—p)(au__.uy)<fi:0. (1.30669 (4.24)

where 0 5 p.0' 51.
Carvalho and Pereira [1991] studied the eigenvalue problem for the operator

A). :D(AL,) c L'-‘(0. 1) - L?(0.1i

defined by

D(-4u) = {U E H?(0.1) 1/1140) - (1 — P)0(0)U:(0) = U(1)-(1— 0’)0(])Ur(1)= 0}-
Ai/U =(a(-T-.Vluzlr~ U€D(-4v)-

where 0 5 p, 0’ 5 1. a E Crl,(e—.l7,a—’,5.u). More specificaly to study the behavior of the eigenvalues and
eigenfunctions of AV as the parameter 1/ tends to zero.

Let B be the tridiagonal symmetric matrix

1721 r; O O O 0 0

T1 m1, T9 0 0 0 0
0 T‘Q 1713 T3 0 0 0
0 0 T3 m4 T4 0 0

B :
-- 0 0

0 131-3 mn_g Tr_'> 0

7775—1 rn—1
0 0 0 rn_1 m"

coco

oooo-~

o o ~s3 I J



where
m]:——————-a]p 2 m =a_n+_______an+;o

p11+a;(l—p) 212' n 21" aln+1+an+1(l—a)'
0): ak+l=_ \ k=2i”'r _]i"“ 2“th "

-0k+irk=——-, k=l.---.n——1.
21k+i

lf A4 is the matrix A4 = diag(L1,~~-,Ln), L,‘ = 2,-4.1 — xi, 1 51" 5 n. consider the inner product

(11,le = (My-s)

where (u) stands for the usual inner product in IR”.

Consider the matrix A := Aft—13. Since A is a tridiagonal matrix with non-zero product of the off—

diagonal entries, it has n distinct eigenvalues . In addition. its eigenvectors have the Sturm property; that
is, the first eigenvector can be chosen with all components positive, the second has one change of sign in the
components, the third has two changes of sign and so forth (see Gantmacher [1959]).

We need the following result of Carvalho and Pereira [1990] which is stated without proof.

Theorem 4.12. Suppose the above hypotheses are satisfied. Let fi be the matrix defined above. a] < 03 <
< an the sequence ofits eigenvalues. 21,22. ~ - -

, an the corresponding sequence of eigenvectors. Writing
2,- := (:,~],---,z,-,,) we have:

11k = 0k + 0M“)-

Uri-+125-

Zki +O(VQ/2), I E [xi + ”hilt-Fl _ ”Ii-+1]; 1=1a"'in
1/2141) =

0(1). 1 e [0.1].

where (pk. Li’k) is the k'” eigenpair ofAy. ] S k 5 n,

Observe that Theorem 4.1 holds. We use the same notation for eigenvalues and eigenfunctions as in
Theorem 4.1.

. _ ‘

Let AS be the fractional power of A” and A“ be D(.4°) endowed With the graph norm. Let

W3" = spade/391.y.-,-92.y',v93.~~-]. in = an" H
2 . ~x=1 and w; = {o e x° :(o.1:): O.V1'€H'}....

Then if u E X} it can be decomposed as

n

u = Z v.43,- + u'
izl

where
1

t~.-=/ U(r.y)u(r)dr- Isis“
0

n

u : u — Evita.
i:]

This decomposition of the space induces a decomposition in the equations (4.23), (4.24) as follows.
Suppose u(1..r.y) is a solution of(4.'23). (4.24); then.

n

u(1..r.y) : Z t',~(t.y)t";(;r.y) + u'(t.1*.y)
i=l
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and
515,“ 6211,

$0131): 6—y:, —fljtli+Pj(v],"',tn,u').
67
3—1: = (Cuff)! + ”by + Q('U],‘ ' -,lln,U7)

.._ (ry)€<99pw — (1 — pitau-,,uy)-n — 0.

where

1 n

R(1’1,~--.1'n.o)(yl=/Of(Zitdylt'Afl-twayl)t"r(8)d5- 151511
1:1(2 ”+0"y)—>Z/sz:(gill W)+0(5 yl) u(~< ldé tattl-Q(17] 171.0”

With this information it is possible to guess that the S) stem of partial differential equations that deter-

': 1:1

mines the aS\ mptotic behaxioris

6' 62:i = 6152] —011’1+f1(1'l»

' (4.2.51

at" _
6214,

‘ .

61
—

63/2 “Untn'l'fnhl

where v_— (111,-- vnl and fj(l: Zi=1l11+1— ‘Eillf(1’51(1l~1i + 1’2(i))-’2:+'+ 1’n(i)~nil~ji
Under the assumptions on f, it is not hard to see that the system of parabolic equations (4. 25) has a

global attractor A. For example one could consider the Liapunov function

1 77
__

2 n n

1-(111..,,31.n)=/0 {%Z|:(aa—Z) +[l-l-Uilt'? —Z(2'j—-Tj—1)F<21'1’2ij>}dy
1:1 1:1 t—]

to prove the existence of such global attractor.
i » 1 , -Define Q‘ sz2 — L2(Q) by Q‘(1’.u)(.r) : Q(1' u’(:r)) and P, : X1" — L"(0.l) by Pj(t‘.’U‘) = Pj(t-.u-)—

fj(z) 1 <j < 77 To apply Theorem 1.4 the following lemmas are needed.

Lemma 4.13. For (HUI) 6 I’ll". ”(1311)sz g r there exist Lp)(7‘.l/). MpJ(r,1/) such that

llfij(1‘-U'lllHlt0,ll S LPJllu'HA-vé + Matt-V)

where Lp1(r.ul. Jifpr(T,l/) —- 0 as u —— 0.

Lemma 4 14 For(1 ur) E W; |](z‘.u')|]xé S r there exist Lq(r.1/). MQ(r) such that

llQ(1‘-U'll|L=‘tm S LQU-Vlllu'llxtif + .’\1Q(7"l

where Lq(r.u) — O as l/ — 0.

The proof ofthese lemmas can be reproduced from Carvalho [19921 and “e omit them

From Theorem 1.2 the following result holds,
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Theorem 4.14. Denote byAy the global attractor for the problem (4.23), (4.24). Let A, = {(t'1,- - wvnl :

22:1 vii/ti + uv 6 AU}. Then, the family of attractors {Am 0 5 v _<_ 110] is upper semicontinuous at zero.
5.Applications of Theorem 1.2 to Shadow Systems

Several models in applied sciences involve systems of reaction-diffusion equations in a bounded smooth
domain with homogeneous l\eumann boundary conditions. In such problems, the study of pattern formation
is a subject of great interest to mathematicians and applied scientists.

Negative results are important to rule out the cases where stable patterns are not observed. Some
negative results when the diffusion coefficients are large are proved in Conway. Hofl" and Smoller [19781
for the case when invariant regions exist and later in Hale [1986]. Hale and Rocha [1987a.b] and Hale and
Carvalho [1991] for more general situations.

I

The next step towards understanding the formation of stable patterns seems to be to consider the case
where some of the difiusion coefficients are large and the remaining are kept fixed. This situation has been
addressed by Hale and Sakamoto [1989], among others.

Our purpose is to consider the question of upper semicontinuity of attractors as in Hale and Sakamoto
[1989]. Our primary goal is to give a simple proof that allows us to consider global attractors. Hale and
Sakamoto [1989] are only able to consider local attractors. except in the one dimensional case. due to their
choice of spaces. We apply the techniques of Section 1 to obtain the results.

We now introduce some terminology necessary to precisely state the results. Let Q C IR“. n < 3, be a
bounded smooth domain (for convenience assume that IQ| = 1) and consider the system of reaction—diffusion
equations

u1=Au+h(u.u) IEQ
t;t:DAu+g(u.t‘) TEQ
flu 61-
r : —— z 0 .dn an I E 60

where u 6 mm, v E IRk are vectors, D = diag(d1,-~-.dk). dj > 0,1 5.15 lc and h : IRm x IR" — IR'"_

9 : [Rm x IRk — IRk are continuous. Let f 1: (Z) :IRm x IRk —» mm x IRk and assume that

(5.1)

Iftp) — M)! S C |P— q|(1+|pl2 + Iq|2l~ VM 6 IR’“ x IRk

for all p.q 6 Ith x IFtk and

lirnsupM S _5_ M __
afilp)

Ind—o: p:- 5p, _ 6p;
vpemmxm‘~ lgt.j§ni+lt

for some 6 > O.
t-Let X = L2(_Q,IR ) and Y = L2(Q.1Rm). Let AD :D(AD) C A’ — X and B : D(B) C l' — Y be the

sectorial operators defined by

. , a
D(AD)={o€H'(Q,1R"):a—: :0}. fluoz—DAO Vo eD(.4D)

. a
D(B) : {o e H'(Q.1Rm):6—: : 0}. Bo = —_\.o \"o e may

Let XL"). Y" be the fractional power spaces associated to AD and B. respectively. lf d :: min{d1. ~ - ~

. dk]
is viewed as a large parameter. there is a large gap between the eigenvalue zero and the remaining eigenvalues
offlp. This suggests that in the process of obtaining a limiting equation for (5.1) we decompose the space
X5 into the subspace of constant functions W and its orthogonal complement Wei: that is. o E XE can be
written as

<1? = E + t'. (5.2)

where 5 = In o(1-)d.'r E W and t" = o —f 6 W5“.
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Let (u(t),v(t)) be a solution of (5.])‘ using the decomposition (5.2), this solution can be written as
(u(1),£(t) + w(t)) where EU) G W and u)(t) G We1 and the equations (5.1) become

u, = Au + h(u(;r).£ + w(;r))
311

a = °

5: [n gtutyte + w(y))dy
(53)

wt = DAM + gtntflé + utrll — Agtutylt + u'tylldy

au'

5 = 0.

Since the linear part of the equation for in has a strong exponential decay we expect it. not to plav an
important role in the asymptotic behavior and the limiting equation should be

U

U1: Au + h(u(r)‘£)
@ _an ‘ (5.4)

ff: / gtutyl-Eldy-
Q

The equation (5.4) has been called a Shadow System for (5.1) in the previous works, since it partiallv
describe the dynamics of (5.1).

‘

Under the above conditions on f the problem (5.4) has a global attractor A and by considering the

Liapunov functional 1" : l"; x X; — IR+

.
1 o d

1
o 1 ,, l

, .,Ho. r) = —l\'o(r)l‘ + —le(1‘)|' + —l0(r)|' + 7|1‘(Ill' — F(¢(T),t‘(.r)) dz.
9 2 2 2 z

where F is defined by

m+L [-
Ftpi~-~,pm+tl = ——. Z/ film.-~~.p,_i.5.,p.+i--'~,pm+t)ds.

0

it follows from computations similar to the computations in the proof of Lemma 2.5 that

Lemma 5.1. There exists a constant M > 0, independent of d, such that for any (1 2 do and bounded set
B in w x x; 310 =io(d.B)sucbthat,for1210.u e B

_t_

u(t.u(.)€{u€)"% xxgznun 4 i SM}.flux;
where u(t,u5) is the solution of (5.1) satisfving u(O. no) : uo.

Theorem 5.2. There exists a do > 0 such that the family ofattractors {Aw d 2 do} is upper semicontinuous
at infinity, where Am : A and A is the embedding ofA into i"; x X3

Let TD(1) denote the analytic semigroup generated by CD : (13 401) >. Then. for any if 6 it}.
. 7

T 1 0.0. H <1' -‘“' l” a. >H d( )i u )”}'é’x/\'é _ x6 iluuué 1_ 0
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||m><o,otu->n,,mé s h‘rée-“||w||w;. t> 0

Let

, : ( ) ( ( 6PM 6 u ”(1 (fn[g(u(UHy£+w(y))—9(u(y)-.E)ldy> (5.5)

The variable u' satisfy
——DAw +

Q(u,£,w)}511
_ (5.6)

E_ 0

where
Qn(U-£-u') = more + u'(r))— / g(U(y)-£+u'(y))dy- (5.7)

Q

The following results strongly use the growth condition off.
Lemma 5.3. The function QD : l'% x W e WIL —' X x Y defined by (5.7) is Lipschitz continuous in

7

bounded sets of Yé x W 6 W}. Furthermore. given r > 0 (11.5, u:) E Y% x W @ W}, there exists constant
72

LQ : Lq(r") and MQ = Mq(r) such that

”own-m“? 5 Lo (H ”mu“; + Mo»

forllMUiu'zlll <r)2xHeH-L —

2

Proof. Let (u.£.us) 6 }.-% x W614"; such that ||( 11.5 u)||)”We“J_ 5 r. Then,
2

||Qu(u-€-u')llfw= / |QD<u.e.,w><r)|fdr

=/l/[g(u(y)£+u(y)) 9(U(I)=§+u'(z))}dy dz

<//fl[g(U(y )E+U‘(.Ull—9(U(U-(1’)§+U’T( llfldydl‘

2

“GER/“1“mild?)+(/|u(>weir) l</n(1+|(u(r>.5+u-(z>|2)3dz>3

<Lq(r(/lu)l°d1> +MQ< ><Lo<r> -'‘éuu-njifithtr)
and the result is proved.

Lemma 5.4. If Pd: ) 7 x H E- H j- — X is given by (55). is Lipschitz continuous in bounded sets of

)"%xl1"§ll'j. Furthermore, gnen r > O (u.£_.u-) 6 Yé x W? H: there exists constant Lp : Lp(r) such
that

!

HPd(U-€.u )lll'>~“' 5 LP (1—3 Huh“ VA.
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{Of llluaftu'nlyg
x“.6_“.;

S T’

Proof. Let (u,§.U') E Y% x We, W; such that [H u ”5 u)”12xuew * S r Then
i

IlPd(u.€.w)I|ff w =/Wu switzirdu [5M
M“(It§s>f+wtri)— duets) 2.1.

x ’ fnlg( y)£+ u1(y )dzh- 1,5de

(£1th H‘l’wI'M M[?dt:(+// [g(u(y) f+U'(y ))d1-_g(u(M) )[2dyd;r

s 6c?/<1+1<u(r1.5+ wtrl)! )‘|w(r)|‘dr
n

2

s 602<A|utt1lsdr>3 if.“ + |<u<r1.c+ mantra)?“

Lptr)’ (fa tutritfidzf 5 mm)? 11411111111

and the result is proved.
Theorem 5.2 now follows from Theorem 1.2.

Remark The abo1e results also hold for <1<tenis of reaction diffusion delat-partial differential equations.
The proofs are Similar and are left to the reader.
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